
 

 
 

 
September 20, 2012 
 
Mrs. Lumi Bakos 
McKissick Museum 
901 Sumter Street 
Columbia, SC 29208-0001 

 
RE: Grant Application MP-00-12-0052 
 
Dear Mrs. Bakos:   
 
I want to thank you for your application to the 21st Century Museum Professionals grant program. I 
regret that your application is among the proposals that we will not support this year.  
 
This year we received 68 applications from museums requesting $11,630,873. At this time we are 
announcing nine projects that will receive funding, totaling $1,968,346.  Reviewers identified these 
proposals as examples of the types of projects we seek to fund through this program, with the ability 
to impact multiple institutions and reach broad audiences. The IMLS press release announcing 
funded projects will be available on our website at http://www.imls.gov/news/press_releases.aspx. 
 
IMLS used a peer review process to evaluate your application. All eligible and complete 
applications were evaluated by reviewers who made funding recommendations based on the merit 
of each proposal. Program staff presented the reviewers’ comments to the IMLS Director who then 
made the final funding decisions.  
 
Reviewer comments are included in this PDF. Please consider these comments and consult with 
IMLS program staff when determining whether to revise the proposal and submit it again to IMLS 
or another funding agency, or to move in other directions.  
 
If you have questions about your application or the peer review process please contact Mark Isaksen 
at 202-653-4667 or misaksen@imls.gov.  
 
Sincerely, 

   
Claudia French 
Deputy Director for Museum Services 
 
Cc: Allison Marsh, Assistant Professor 



IMLS Completed Review Report

McKissick MuseumMP-00-12-0052

521MP-Statement of Need

This is a innovation project that excites me a great deal and certainly has merit for its potential usefulness for 
small museums.  (however it is also useful for museums of any size).

421MP-Impact

ELE is likely to result in online exhibitions that will increase indivudual museum capacity to get their stories 
out there to wider audiences than they could likely attract at their individual sites.  Clearly articulated 
evaluation processes will help insure the success along the way as well as document the exhibits that result 
from this training.

521MP-Project Design

This is a well articulated and planned launch.  Project anticipates undertaking pre-funding steps to advance 
progress and has assessments and evaluations built into the process.  Using the opportunity of Museum 
Advocacy Day to promote the value of the project to legislators and the resulting response signals confidence 
in the realization of the concept while providing an opportunity for increased visibility and support to their 
constituent bases.

521MP-Project Resources: Time, Personnel, Budget

All aspects of this proposal - timeline, personnel and budget aligned with the design concept.

Total Score: 19

Additional Comments:



IMLS Completed Review Report

McKissick MuseumMP-00-12-0052

321MP-Statement of Need

The proposal describes why small museums with access to little technical assistance could use on-line 
learning modules, but more of this proposal could have been devoted to why local business history is of 
interest, locally and nationally.  After all, it is implied that the project team has already described the 
compelling nature of this content with members of the legislature at Museum Day 2012. 

The existing relationship with the National Museum of American History and its commitment to developing 
and using USC's on-line exhibitions about local business history is critical for the success of this project.

321MP-Impact

The relationship between USC and NMAH appears to be an inherently strong because of the mutual interest 
in both parties to documenting local business history.  This mutual interest in content is not as evident in the 
partnership with the Baranov Museum.  A partner museum with a stronger demonstrated interest in the 
project's content would strengthen this proposal. This type of partner would further the development, more so 
than a partner chosen because of its geographical remoteness.

321MP-Project Design

The project planning done in preparation for this proposal submission seems to have paid off with a project 
design that is clear and well thought out.  The addendum illustrating the ELE modules, especially, 
demonstrates the project team's existing understanding of the target audience and what it will take to reach 
the project goals.

321MP-Project Resources: Time, Personnel, Budget

At first glance it could be difficult to reconcile why a proposal focused on developing an on-line application 
devotes so much of its budget to traveling to face-to-face meetings.  As anybody who has done work like this 
can attest, however, face-to-face meetings are absolutely critical in the development and successful 
completion of any project.  

The letters of support included with this proposal truly enhance the project descriptions.  The writers each 
demonstrate their existing commitment and desire for the project to continue.

Total Score: 12

Additional Comments:



IMLS Completed Review Report

McKissick MuseumMP-00-12-0052

421MP-Statement of Need

The ELE project is an interesting program that seems to have identified an issue concerning the museums 
field, namely, how smaller museums can develop robust, online exhibits.  The desire for this project is 
strengthened in the application through the references to Museum Advocacy Day 2012 and how discussions 
about ELE on that day led to inquiries about the program from other organizations.

321MP-Impact

By being a web-based program, this project appears to have a good potential for a strong impact because it 
can be accessed by any institution across the US (as evidenced by the Alaska museum being a beta-tester).  
However, the desired impact or specific outcomes seem a bit muddled.  Is it the project's main goal to give 
small museums the means to create web-based exhibits with the secondary goal being the development of 
the requisite skill set amongst their staffs?  Or are the goals reversed?  Though not mutually exclusive, the 
application at first appears to stress the desire to have focus on online exhibits but then seems to stress skill 
sets.  This seems important because the evaluation of the project's impact hinges on this.  For example, if the 
goal is to create online exhibits, then the project should evaluate both how successful it is in generating online 
exhibits and how much of an impact (from an educational perspective) the exhibits actually have on their 
intended audience.  An online exhibition, just like any exhibition, can be developed, but if it doesn't meet its 
goals, is it really successful?

421MP-Project Design

The incorporation of beta-testing as well as a concrete timeline for the project indicates that a good amount of 
thought has gone into the project design.  Incorporating meetings and conferences also seems to be a good 
way of increasing interest and museum participation.  However, if the target audience is the small museum 
world, it might make sense for the project staff to do more than use conferences to reach their target 
audience.  A lot of small museums, particularly those that can't develop online exhibits, don't have the 
resources to go to national conferences and instead rely on their regional organizations for conference and 
workshop-related assistance.  Reaching out to those groups should increase the project's reach.

521MP-Project Resources: Time, Personnel, Budget

The support of multiple museums, a museum studies program, as well as the Smithsonian gives strong 
evidence that this project has the needed resources to be effective.

Total Score: 16

Additional Comments:



IMLS Completed Review Report

McKissick MuseumMP-00-12-0052

21MP (Panel) - Purpose of the 21st Century Museum Professionals grant program

Purpose:
This program has a great deal of potential to be impactful for the smallest of museums.  The template is 
replicable and the lessons learned useful. This program seeks to address the issue of smaller museums' 
limited resources for dedicated IT/web-based staff or even contracted professionals. While the link between 
the  organizations is the NMAH exhibition American Enterprise, the primary driver is showing these smaller 
organizations how to build compelling and attractive online exhibitions with limited resources. This can be 
shared throughout the country. The proposal would have benefited by providing more detailed information 
about how it planned to share the model across the field. Certainly AASLH is a good vehicle, just wondered if 
there were other opportunities.

Score : 3

21MP (Panel) - Potential for successful project

Potential:

While the partnership is contained in this iteration, there are lingering questions about just how successful the 
model can be.  There is more to this project than just developing online exhibitions.  The proposal doesn't 
address how these online exhibitions are communicated to the potential public or even the specific audience 
that the museums serve. Determining the success of an online exhibition must include not only the number of 
distinct page hits, but how that translates to the onsite experience. How do they propose to market and/or 
build a public relations plan for the online exhibition.  These questions remain unanswered, and they are 
critical to the conversation. 

Score 3

21MP (Panel) - Reaching broad groups of museum professionals or multiple institutions

Reach:

For this type of program, there is potential for a much greater reach than that proposed. More time could have 
been spent on this area. It is understood that this is the first phase of what is hoped to be an expanded 
effort-but again, evidence leans heavily towards this being a very limited experience.

Score: 3
Total Score: 3

Additional Comments: This application has considerable potential, unfortuantely the primary issues of 
developing an online exhibition are not fully addressed. In addition, the question of 
why understanding community business is important has not been articulated 
beyond the fact that the NMAH is preparing its exhibition American Enterprise.



IMLS Completed Review Report

McKissick MuseumMP-00-12-0052

21MP (Panel) - Purpose of the 21st Century Museum Professionals grant program

The 6 instructional toolkits will engage graduate students, museum educators at the Baranov Museum in 
Alaska, and also be made available to museum professionals online. However, the demand for a learning 
module (and ultimately the number of museum professionals that will be reached/impacted) on developing 
online exhibits on business history is not clearly documented. Further the need for modules that will help 
interpret local business history specifically is not articulated.

21MP (Panel) - Potential for successful project

Project design appears well thought out. Will provide museum professionals with guide to the process of 
developing online content that will tell story of local business history. Includes expectations for online exhibits, 
selecting objects and imagines appropriate for online environment, integration of scholarship, and use of the 
exhibit to engage with local community. Phase I tracks graduate students in development of online 
exhibitions, includes documentation by the students and development of 6 instructional toolkits/learning 
modules that will be available on the ELE blog and American Enterprise website. Beta testing site already 
identified - Baranov Museum in Alaska. However the question of why Baranov Museum in Alaska was chosen 
specifically is not clearly articulated.

21MP (Panel) - Reaching broad groups of museum professionals or multiple institutions

The 6 instructional toolkits will be made available to museum professionals online. However, the demand for 
a learning module on developing online exhibits on business history is not articulated. Will institutions 
interested in developing online exhibits more broadly find this project useful? No clear documentation 
(including letters of interest in participation aside from Baranov Museum) to this effect.

Total Score: 3

Additional Comments: South Carolina Research Foundation/McKissick Museum - 3 - Good/Adequate



IMLS Completed Review Report

McKissick MuseumMP-00-12-0052

21MP (Panel) - Purpose of the 21st Century Museum Professionals grant program

1. The project aims to increase the knowledge and skills of staff members of small museums with respect to 
the creation of online exhibitions about the history of local businesses. As such, there is a match with the 
goals of 21MP, but on a very narrow bandwidth.

21MP (Panel) - Potential for successful project

2. The project design is comprehensive, in terms of having all the necessary parts and players. The focus 
on learning modules and the support blog that documents the process of graduate students' every decision, 
along with their successes and failures is perhaps interesting, but is this really the most pedagogically 
effective method for online resources? Why not just present best practices and leave the mistakes out? I 
would feel better about this project if there were more evidence that the learning modules were an effective 
tool for museum practitioners.

21MP (Panel) - Reaching broad groups of museum professionals or multiple institutions

3. It is unclear that these modules would reach very large numbers of museum professionals.  The narrow 
content scope would limit their applicability.

Total Score: 3

Additional Comments: Although the partnerships and the project design are strong, the limited content 
scope of this project narrows the potential to reach a national audience.


